Purpose To create and determine the clinical feasibility of a model based on dynamic computed tomography (CT) and a bolus injection of iodine contrast medium for evaluation of pulmonary perfusion for healthy individuals and for patients with lung diseases. Materials and methods We analyzed pulmonary perfusion by means of dynamic 16-row multidetector CT scanning with a gamma residue function with adding a linear component (extended gamma function model) for 20 healthy individuals and in five patients. Results Four types of the time-attenuation curve (TAC) were identified for the peripheral lung. Although the TACs of most pixels for the peripheral lung comprised a single peak or a single-peak followed by another increase, no peak was observed for a small proportion of pixels, which either increased linearly or resulted in a delayed peak for healthy subjects. The ratios of these linearly increasing or delayed peak types of lung fields increased for pathological lungs. The analytical results for pathological cases showed that changes in lung perfusion, difficult to identify using only CT imaging, could be detected. Conclusions The extended gamma function model adequately evaluated pulmonary perfusion not only for normal regions, but also for structurally abnormal regions. Regional changes in perfusion could be evaluated by use of our model, and we confirmed its clinical feasibility for pulmonary perfusion analysis.
Introduction
Although information about blood flow dynamics in organs is clinically valuable, diagnostic imaging methods that can evaluate regional perfusion have been limited to radioisotope studies. Recent technical advances have led to investigation of perfusion in different organs by use of computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [1] . The clinical feasibility of these methods has been confirmed, particularly for evaluation of diseases of the central nervous system, for example acute stroke [2] . Several investigators have examined the value of CT or MRI for analyzing pulmonary perfusion [3] [4] [5] . However, these techniques have not yet been fully established as clinically useful diagnostic tools.
The peripheral lung has a unique structure because air accounts for 70 % of the total lung volume and vascular structures comprise most of the soft tissue component [6] . Therefore, lung lesions can easily alter not only the morphological characteristics of the lungs but also regional tissue perfusion. Pathological areas would have different hemodynamics from those of normal lung. This difference should enable us to characterize the pathological areas. However, CT and MR images of the lung must be acquired rapidly, because of time limitations imposed by the requirement for individuals to hold the breath while under examination. Therefore, only the early phases of pathological contrast enhancement can be observed in clinical studies.
The effect of enhancement can be modeled for quantitative perfusion analysis, and the presumed arterial input function (AIF) can be determined on the basis of different assumptions and used to calculate blood flow data. Recently, pulmonary perfusion has been evaluated from presumed AIF in animals and humans [7, 8] . However, accurate calculation of regional AIF in the peripheral lung is impossible [9] . The qualitative moment analysis method, as represented by the gamma function, is a common feature of radioisotope studies. It does not require an AIF and it can robustly evaluate pathological changes in specific regions [10] . Pulmonary perfusion analysis also suffers from theoretical issues imposed by anatomical specificity in addition to practical problems related to analysis.
This study with dynamic CT and a bolus injection of iodine contrast medium uses the gamma residue function with addition of a linear component (extended gamma function model) as a flow model that includes pathological changes. In this evaluation, we introduced this new extended gamma function model that could be applied to the time-attenuation curves (TAC) of a single-peak followed by another increase. We used this model to analyze pulmonary perfusion and evaluated the clinical feasibility of the model for healthy individuals and for patients with lung pathologies.
Materials and methods

Subjects
Five patients with lung pathologies and 20 clinically healthy controls comprising 14 women and 6 men (mean age 67 years, range 50-82 years) participated in the study. The control group had no history of lung disease and had clinically normal lungs that were free from significant abnormalities on CT images. Two of the five patients had undergone a left lobectomy (upper lobectomy, n = 1; lingulectomy and lower lobectomy, n = 1) and three had obstructive pneumonia caused by lung cancer (cancer of the hilar region, n = 2; aeration improved by treatment, n = 1).
Written informed consent to undergo all procedures associated with this study was obtained from all participants. The study protocol was approved by our institutional review board.
Lung perfusion study
All study participants were examined by dynamic CT using a 16-row multidetector CT (MDCT) scanner (Aquilion 16 systems; Toshiba, Tokyo, Japan) after clinical evaluation by non-contrast CT scanning. The scan position for the dynamic CT studies was set to include the bilateral hilar regions. Scan settings were: slice thickness, 32 mm (4 gapless sections of 8-mm thickness in the axial direction); collimation, 4 9 2 mm; tube voltage, 120 kVp; tube current, 180 mAs; field of view (FOV), 320 mm; image matrix, 512 9 512 pixels. A total of 40 mL of the nonionic contrast medium Iopamidol 300 (300 mgI/mL; Schering, Berlin, Germany) was automatically injected into an antecubital vein at a rate of 4 mL/s. Continuous scanning proceeded for 30 s at 1 s/rotation starting 5 s after starting injection of the contrast medium. We obtained the 30 time-series data at 1 s/rotation per a position from four sections without table increment. The dynamic study data were transferred to a PC in DICOM format and then processed by use of analysis software developed using the freeware statistical processing language R [11] .
Analytical method
The original images measuring 512 9 512 pixels (resolution 1.5 pixels/mm) were converted to images of 256 9 256 pixels (resolution 0.75 pixel/mm) by use of a median filter of 2 9 2 pixels. The first two images were averaged to obtain a base image from which TAC for each pixel was generated. Pixels with fewer than -600 Hounsfield units (HU) in the base image were defined as peripheral lung and selected as targets for analysis. We independently analyzed the data obtained from each of the four sections.
In general, the TAC after the contrast enhancement effect gradually increased and then decreased, resulting in a single peak. However, four types of TAC were identified in an initial study of the peripheral lung (Fig. 1) . The analytical procedure is shown in Fig. 1 in detail. The peripheral lung was divided into right and left regions; these were then further divided into ventral and dorsal regions at the level of the carina to obtain mean TACs. The TAC of each pixel in the peripheral lung was calculated to detect trends toward increasing HU values and peaks. After smoothing of TAC, we extracted automatically the peak and minimum value after the peak of each pixel. When a TAC peak was clear, the time at which the curve reaches 1/10 of the peak value was estimated and specified as the starting point for curve fitting [12] . The end point of fitting calculation was set at 30 s. We applied curve fitting by extended gamma function model to the pixels and classified them into type I (single peak type) and type II (single peak followed by another increase type). Curve fitting was accomplished by the least-squares method with simplex optimizer. When the slope of the linear component was not statistically significant, the TACs were classified as type I. Moreover, type I was subdivided into type Ia in which the TAC peak occurred between the peaks of TACs for the pulmonary artery and ascending aorta, and type Ib in which the TAC peak was delayed compared with that of the ascending aorta.
When a TAC peak was undetectable, linear regression analysis was performed for TACs. TACs with an approximate coefficient of determination of C0.95 determined by linear regression were then classified as the linearly increasing type (type III). The residuals were classified as type IV. TACs with a peak were evaluated by moment analysis for the gamma function portion to obtain the flow variables peak time (PT), peak height (PH), and mean transit time (MTT), and their distribution maps were generated. Each variable was obtained as follows:
where t is time, an independent variable, and a and b are constants. These values were the values per unit volume of the contrast enhancement effect. Any unit of lung would be regarded as a combination of air and ''tissue'', all of which was of approximately the same density as water [13] . Therefore, we calculated the ratio of tissue approximated with water by use of the equation:
where WC refers to water content. 
Results
Eighty-three percent of pixels of the peripheral lung could be classified as types I and II by use of the fitting process mentioned above (Table 1 ). The linearly increasing type III accounted for 8 % of the total. The residual pixels were classified as type IV. Representative TACs of healthy individuals are shown in Fig. 2 . Most TACs of types I and II peaked between the TACs in the pulmonary artery and in the ascending aorta. However, TACs of pixels of a small portion of the peripheral lung had a delayed peak compared with the TAC in the ascending aorta (type Ib). The mean TAC of the linearly increasing type III rapidly increased to a value that was comparable with the TAC in the ascending aorta.
The results from gamma residue function analysis of TACs for each pixel within the peripheral areas of the right and left lungs with HU values below -600 are shown in Table 1 . Frequency of peak detection (types I and II) and flow data did not differ significantly.
The results from gamma residue analysis of the right and left lungs subdivided into ventral and dorsal portions in the TAC time attenuation curve, PT peak time, PH peak height, MTT mean transit time, PH/WC peak height/water content, NS no statistically significant differences by paired t test direction of gravity are also shown in Table 1 . Examples of the distribution of values for healthy individuals are shown in Fig. 3 . The HU values of the dorsal (dependent) region were higher and the PT and MTT were shorter. The PH was also significantly higher (p\0.0001). The contrast enhancement effect per unit soft tissue volume (PH/WC) was higher, with a statistically significant difference for the ventral (nondependent) region of the lung. Frequency of type III (linearly increasing type) and type Ib (delayed peak type) TACs in both lung fields for a healthy person are shown in Table 1 . These two types each accounted for approximately 8 % of the total and did not differ between the right and left lungs. Type Ib frequently appeared in distribution maps of the ventral region, whereas type III was dispersed, but tended to lie along bronchovascular bundle shadows in these maps (Fig. 4) .
The analytical results for pathological cases are shown in Table 2 . Flow pattern and distribution maps for case 2 after lingulectomy and left lower lobectomy are shown in Fig. 5 . The left mean PH was smaller than that of the contralateral lung. Although laterality was evident on the distribution map of PH, the difference decreased on that for PH/WC. The PT and MTT values for both lungs did not differ substantially. Regional differences (increase of delayed peak type near scar shadow) were evident on distribution maps. CT images and flow maps of a patient (case 5) with squamous cell carcinoma in the left upper lobe that was treated with radiotherapy are shown in Table 3 . The obstructive pneumonia in the left upper lobe was improved by radiotherapy. The PT and MTT for peak flow in the ventral region of the left lung significantly increased compared with other regions (Table 3 ). The number of pixels in which the peak was delayed, compared with the ascending aorta, increased in the obstructive region. Although aeration of the left upper lobe improved, regional perfusion of the left upper lobe was residually enhanced in a manner similar to that of obstructive pneumonia.
Discussion
The shape of the TAC gradually increased and then decreased because of the contrast enhancement effect, resulting in a single peak. A typical curve with a single peak is the gamma function. Gamma function fitting is often used in perfusion analysis as a preprocessing method to smooth the acquired data [14] . Most methods of quantitative perfusion analysis assume the AIF and calculate flow data on the basis of the TAC of peripheral tissues, specifically, the residue function of contrast medium particles [15, 16] . However, the accuracy of the results depends on the accuracy of the AIF [17, 18] , and accurate measurement of the AIF is often difficult. On the other hand, the residue function is statistically modeled to analyze its moment in one method of perfusion analysis. This approach is qualitative but is widely accepted as being robust and applicable to CT evaluation of lung perfusion. Gamma residue function analysis is robust for two reasons. One is computational robustness. The other is the fact that our model is independent of AIF [10, 19, 20] . A variety of registration methods have been developed to analyze serial images, and, therefore, registration based on gross anatomical structures, for example large blood vessels and large mass shadows is regarded as feasible [21, 22] . Because differences between air and soft tissue HU values in the peripheral lung are relatively large compared with the increase in these values caused by the contrast enhancement effect, apparent changes in HU values because of misregistration cannot be ignored during perfusion assessment. Therefore, perfusion analysis with high spatial resolution is believed to be limited to short studies conducted during a single breath-hold in actual practice. Pathological perfusion is generally regarded as being delayed compared with the transit of contrast medium particles through the normal capillary bed. A gamma function indicating normal perfusion combined with an early peak and a gamma function indicating delayed enhancement because of pathological changes can be used to assess changes in cerebral perfusion [23] . However, the duration of lung perfusion assessment is very short. Therefore, only the portion that gradually increases during the early stage of the pathological flow can be measured. Correct identification of the delayed pattern is impossible. Because lung-perfusion studies are subject to specific restrictions, we used the new extended gamma function model comprising of a combination of gamma distribution and linear regression methods to analyze data and identify the TAC pattern.
Although we classified TACs with an approximate coefficient of determination of C0.95, determined by linear regression, as the linearly increasing type (type III), this coefficient of determination has been frequently used as an index of the approximate degree of the models in the many textbooks of statistics. The fitting procedure is generally recognized as good when the coefficient of determination is larger than 0.9.
The portions of the peripheral alveolar lung that do not contain air are unique in that the soft tissues are composed mainly of vascular structures. The contribution of extravascular diffusion is believed to be small. A TAC with an early peak reflects the contrast enhancement effect of the small vessels and the capillary bed perfused by the pulmonary arteries that are below the limits of resolution. On the other hand, the linearly increasing type (type III) identified herein is thought to reflect perfusion that peaks outside the period of this study and that it is delayed compared with normal pulmonary perfusion. However, one type of delayed perfusion (compared with pulmonary artery perfusion) that can be visualized in healthy individuals is that of the bronchial artery; the mean TAC of the linear component increases simultaneously with or earlier than the TAC in the ascending aorta. Therefore, bronchial artery perfusion alone cannot explain this phenomenon. In fact, the peripheral lung in CT images contains a mixture of different connective tissues and not only alveoli. Connective tissues are believed to have an extravascular space ratio equivalent to that of other organs [24] . Although a gradual contrast enhancement effect is observed for these connective tissues [25, 26] , only the increasing part during the early stage is detectable within the short examination window that is available for lung perfusion studies. The extravascular space of pathological lesions is thought to expand because of inflammatory effusion, which Affected side: R, right; L, left; HU, Hounsfield unit; PT, peak time; PH, peak height; MTT, mean transit time alters contrast medium kinetics. In addition, pathological flow is generally delayed, because of increased vascular resistance and collateral circulation compared with normal perfusion. Although flow can also be delayed in the normal lung, depending on the structural characteristics of the tissues, an increase in delayed flow can be regarded as an index of pathological perfusion. The linearly increasing type is believed to represent the extreme of delayed flow. However, peaked TACs are also believed to contain pathologically delayed flow. A variety of factors affect regional pulmonary perfusion, which interferes with the ability to determine true normal values of perfusion. We therefore used a TAC in which the peak was later than that of the ascending aorta as delayed perfusion.
Comparisons in the ventral/dorsal direction uncovered not only differences in the PH of the TAC but also a significant effect of early contrast enhancement in the dorsal region. As noted in studies of experimental animals, this is believed to reflect differences in the inflow of contrast medium with a high relative density because of blood vessel branching [27] and differences in conductance resulting from anatomical structures [28] . The PH per unit volume in the dorsal region significantly increased, whereas that per unit soft tissue volume in that region was significantly reduced. The PH seems to be more affected by blood vessel density, which varies according to the degree of aeration. The peripheral lung has a unique structure in that air, which is not contrast-enhanced, accounts for most of the volume. Thus, the degree of aeration must be considered when directly assessing changes in perfusion caused by pathological lesions in tissues. Structural information and HU values should be evaluated when assessing regional perfusion. Not only changes in blood vessel density because of compensatory expansion but also an increase in vascular resistance because of a reduction in the capillary bed is believed to arise in the lung after surgery. Complex changes, for example functional adaptation (remodeling or vascular dilation) have also been reported [29] [30] [31] . Our study detected an obvious increase in the delayed peak type for lesions associated with aeration for patients with obstructive pneumonia. Delayed blood flow is also increased near scar tissue in post-surgical patients. We could not confirm these findings in a variety of pathological lesions because of the small number of clinical cases and the different characteristics of the lesions. Nevertheless, changes in perfusion that are difficult to identify could be detected by CT perfusion imaging.
This study has some limitations. First is the radiation dose used in the study. The As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) principle is widely accepted in the medical community to minimize the risk associated with increasing radiation. Although optimization of CT protocols is important in minimizing radiation exposure, several dose reduction techniques have been developed [32, 33] . Dose reduction can be achieved by using a lower tube current [34] , but this increases statistical noise levels [35] . Although resistance to noise differs depending on the algorithm applied, we believe our method has high tolerance for a reduction in the SNR. By combining this method with direct compensation for aeration and/or, morphological assessment using CT images in practice (the accepted standard), assessment of peripheral lung tissue perfusion should become more comprehensive. The second limitation is the small number of pathological cases. Therefore, the applicability of this model should be confirmed in studies of larger cohorts. Irrespective of this, the results generated from this study are of interest for evaluating lung perfusion. By combining this method with morphological assessment using CT imaging, we would be able to evaluate more appropriately pathophysiological changes in lung diseases.
Conclusion
Our method using dynamic CT scan with a bolus injection of iodine contrast medium and the gamma residue function is clinically feasible for evaluating lung perfusion.
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